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Abstract—Finding the ideal game parameters is a common
problem solved by game designers by manually tweaking game
parameters. The aim is to ensure the desired gameplay outcomes
for a specific game, a tedious process which could be alleviated
through the use of Artificial Intelligence: using automatic game
tuning. This paper presents an example of this process and
introduces the concept of simulation based fitness evaluation
focused on strategic diversity. A simple but effective Random
Mutation Hill Climber algorithm is used to evolve a Zelda
inspired game, by ensuring that agents using distinct heuristics
are capable of achieving similar degrees of fitness. Two versions
of the same game are presented to human players and their
gameplay data is analyzed to identify whether they indeed find
slightly more varied paths to the goal in the game evolved to be
the more strategically diverse. Although the evolutionary process
yields promising results, the human trials are unable to conclude
a statistically significant difference between the two variants.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of powerful machines capable of processing
large amounts of data in a relatively short period of time, areas
of research previously not considered due to their complexity
are becoming more popular. One of these areas is training
artificial agents to play video games, requiring simulations
of playthroughs as well as executing machine learning algo-
rithms to improve their performance. Similarly, to alleviate the
time-consuming work of video game level designers, search
algorithms can be exploited to find the desired configurations
of a predefined level in order to achieve a designer chosen
goal. When looking at General Game Artificial Intelligence,
the General Video Game AI Framework (GVGAI) [1] is gain-
ing popularity among researchers. GVGAI aims to improve
the capabilities of agents to gather knowledge, which could
translate initially to other previously unseen video games and
eventually to real world tasks.
Agents in commercial video games most often manifest
themselves in the form of Non-Playable Characters, which
the player interacts with. The main part of experience crafting
through level building and agent algorithm selection rests upon
the shoulders of designers. Agent based quality assurance
is not a new idea and procedural content generation has
spawned entire genres of games. In this paper, much like in
[2], the interest is directed towards the creation of tuned game
variations, providing players with the ability to complete the
level in a number of strategies without disadvantaging either
one of them.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
looks at previous literature in the area. Section III gives a
brief background on the framework and algorithms used in this
study. Section IV presents the game parameter tuning process
and results, while Section V depicts the user trials and results.
Section VI concludes the paper and describes several lines of
future work.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Literature has previously looked at various areas of Proce-
dural Content Generation (PCG). Togelius et al. have looked
at search based PCG, with a focus on the types of content
these methods are able to generate, the specific representations
of the content and evaluation techniques [3]. They highlight
several ways of evaluating generated content and several
small successful experiments in which simulation based fitness
functions return good results.
As a sub-field of Game Artificial Intelligence, automatic
game design can be used to generate game content such
as levels [4], [5] through various methods. Isaksen et al.
[6] explore game spaces in their work, by analyzing how
variations in parameter values, without altering the game rules,
are able to increase or decrease the difficulty of a game and
relating this to real human experience.
Togelius and Schmidhuber [7] propose a novel approach of
starting from scratch and generating the game rules through
evolutionary computation. They use neural networks and evo-
lutionary algorithms to learn to play the new games generated
and evaluate them based on the game-playing AI performance.
Even though some of the content produced shows promise,
they take a long time to compute due to the double evolution
and learning involved in the process; additionally, most of the
winnable games turn out to be fairly easy to beat, due to the
limited capabilities of the agent used for fitness evaluation.
One simulation based method often used in literature for
game or level evaluation is the measuring of skill depth. This
method involves several game-playing agents with various
levels of skill in playing the respective game, the aim being
to maximize the difference between the agents’ performance.
Perez et al. apply this technique for automatic map generation
in the Physical Traveling Salesman Problem [4], while Ku-
nanusont et al. look at game parameter evolution in a classic
Space Battle game [8].
Work has recently moved towards general automatic game
design. Liu et al. [2] apply the same measure of skill depth
in Space Battle, but using several black-box general game-
playing agents from the General Video Game AI Competition
(GVGAI) [1]. They use a simple evolutionary algorithm for
game tuning and their results indicate potential success, al-
though conditioned by the resampling rate for noise reduction
in this stochastic problem.
Since games are played by people, it is important to under-
stand how players deal with the artifacts designers produce.
Player Experience (PE) is a multi-factorial construct that has
been researched in literature with different approaches and
definitions. Engagement, immersion, flow or enjoyment are
a few of the different constructs that are usually related
with Player Experience [9], [10], [11]. Game Feel [12] is a
specially interesting one, as it links the feel of a game with
its aesthetics, physics simulations, controls or rules [12], [13].
It is important to take into account that while AI agents don’t
report many of these constructs, people do, thus it is important
to design games around the different needs that a player might
experience.
This study looks at a different simulation-based fitness
measure focused on the difference in agent strategies, as
opposed to their ability of winning the game. Although lit-
erature does not account for this aspect, there are several
attempts at studying AI agent behavior and heuristic design.
Perez et al. present a multi-objective optimization tree search
approach, applied to GVGAI [14], in which they varied the
heuristic applied to a Monte Carlo Tree Search agent, adding
an exploration policy based on pheromone trails. Mendes et
al. [15] took a different approach by using several GVGAI
algorithms employing various strategies or methods and a
hyper heuristic to choose between them. Guerrerro et al. [16]
try to diversify heuristics and penalize winning to encourage
different behavior, such as exploring the level more or gath-
ering information about the various game objects; several of
the agents used in this study are inspired by their work.
III. BACKGROUND
A. Framework
The General Video Game AI Framework was used for
this study, due to it becoming a popular benchmark in the
area General Video Game Playing [17] in recent years and
attracting the interest of several researchers who attempt to
develop general purpose problem solvers. Therefore, a wide
range of algorithms and techniques are available for automatic
play testing.
The games in GVGAI are depicted in the Video Game
Description Language (VGDL) [18], a declarative language
which uses two text files to define a game: one file for game
description (sprites used in the game, their interactions, their
mapping to the level file and end conditions) and another for
level definition (an ASCII matrix, each character correspond-
ing to a game object). The specific definitions of the sprites,
interactions and terminations are written in Java (or Python in
the original version by Tom Schaul).
Although the games are restricted to 2D grid-physics (re-
cently expanded to continuous physics), the simple definition
allows for a large number of games to be easily described and
new problems for AI agents to solve easily created. While
originally focused on planning algorithms (single and two-
player [19]), the GVGAI Competition has added a Level
Generation track in the past year [20]. A recent expansion of
the GVGAI framework has taken general PCG a step further,
by permitting parameterization of games, thus making it a
good choice for this study. The generality of the method used,
as well as the agents and heuristics, make this experiment
applicable to other problems as well.
B. Evolution
Evolutionary Algorithms are a large family of methods
which improve a population of individuals over several gen-
erations, through various techniques such as mutation or
crossover. Each individual encodes the solution to a problem
and their evaluation is problem-dependent. There may be sev-
eral end conditions, such as time or memory budget reached.
In this context, the algorithms is run for a specific number of
iterations. The solution chosen and applied to the game is that
with the best fitness at the end of the evolutionary process.
C. Game-playing agents
All but one of the agents employed during the automatic
tuning process use Monte Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) [21],
specifically the implementation of the sample agent in the
GVGAI Framework.
MCTS is a planning algorithm which searches the space
iteratively by picking various actions available, simulating
them using a Forward Model provided by the framework and
building a statistical tree to make its choices. It begins with
a selection step, in which it chooses one tree node not yet
fully expanded and adds a new child of this node to the tree.
A Monte Carlo simulation is run from this new node until a
pre-defined depth is reached, then the state is evaluated with
a heuristic function and the value used to update all the nodes
visited during the iteration. At the end of the budget it uses the
statistics gathered and returns an action to play in the game
according to its recommendation policy. The recommendation
policy in all agents used for this experiment selects the most
visited child of the root node.
The last agent is a very simple implementation which
chooses in turn each of the actions available in the current
time step, repeats each a number N times and picks the
action which returned the highest value according to its simple
heuristic (maximizing score and aiming to win).
IV. GAME PARAMETER TUNING
A. Game
The game used in this experiment is based on the popular
top down action adventure Legend of Zelda. Figure 1 shows the
layout designed for the experimental runs with the intention
of the level supporting the alternative approaches with some
set of chosen parameters prior to their adjustment though
evolution. Certain alterations to the original Legend of Zelda
design where introduced to enforce collection mechanics. The
player can move using the arrow keys in the keyboard, and
collect one or more of the pickaxes. By pressing the space bar,
Figure 1: Experimental game level
Idx Name Num. dimensions Range
1 Tank Speed 11 0:0.2:1
2 Score Pickaxe 4 0:5:15
3 Score Wall Kill 4 0:5:15
4 Pickax Value 3 1:1:3
5 Time Bonus 2 True:False
6 Score Gold 4 0:5:15
7 Pickax Limit 3 1:1:3
8 Pickax Cooldown 4 10:5:25
Table I: Parameter list. Name, number of dimensions and range
(presented as start : step : end) for each parameter evolved.
the player can throw the accumulated pickaxes to the rocks and
destroy them, allowing to open new paths. Coins/ruppes can
be collected by walking over them. The green tanks at the
edges of the level move horizontally in the row, destroying
rocks and killing the avatar instantly if they collide with the
tank. Finally, the stairs at the right-end of the map represent
the goal, and the game ends when reaching it.
Addressing the importance of Game Feel [12], the GVGAI
framework was modified to allow the inclusion of more
animations, music and sounds in the game, improving the feel
of the game with 8-bit melodies that fit the visual aesthetics.
B. Parameters
8 parameters of the game were tuned through evolution, see
Table I for details. Most ranges included the possibility of the
parameter being disabled (by setting its value to 0 or False,
in case of boolean variables). The size of the resulting search
space is 2.765E4.
Each parameter impacts gameplay and strategies in different
ways. For example, a bigger cooldown for pickaxes means
there is a longer wait for pickaxes to respawn and then use
them to destroy walls, therefore there is less interaction with
environment. Additionally, the time bonus aspect adds pressure
to head straight for the exit and finish the game quickly.
C. Heuristics
There were 3 heuristics used as alternative strategies when
evaluating the levels. The heuristics return a normalized reward
upon each roll out, which is used to determine the next action
to be taken by MCTS. These heuristics were:
• Default - maximizes the game score, gains a large bonus
for winning and a large penalty for losing and is used as
a base for other heuristics
• Explorer - stores the locations it has visited before and
gains bonus rewards for visiting areas not already seen
• Interactive - gains rewards for moving to the positions of
objects it has not interacted with before, thus causing
collision / interaction; if no new interactions can be
triggered, it will move towards the closest object it has
not collided with
• Stubborn - gets rewards for taking the same action
repeatedly, but only enough to not walk into dangerous
situations, providing negative score gains
D. Parameter evolution
In this study, a simple Evolutionary Algorithm was used to
tune the game parameters, similar to work done in [22], run for
a specific number of generations (150), with only 1 individual
per population. Each gene in the individual represents a game
parameter, taking values within a predefined range. One gene
in the individual is chosen at random and mutated in each
generation to create a new offspring (the algorithm therefore
becoming a Random Mutation Hill Climber [23]). Both the
offspring and the parent are evaluated at each iteration, there-
fore updating the statistics of the parents to reduce noise. The
better individual is carried forward to the next generation,
while keeping track of the worst individual discovered.
In order to evaluate an individual, 5 different agents (the
simple agent, A1, default MCTS, A2 and the 3 specialized
heuristics, H1, H2 and H3, see Sections III-C and IV-C)
play the game depicted by the specific set of parameters.
Resampling is used to reduce noise (r = 2, therefore 10 games
are played per evaluation). The fitness function (Equation 3)
maximizes the scores of agents H1, H2 and H3 and minimizes
the scores of agents A1 and A2. Large bonuses are given for
the maximization agents winning the games and large penalties
are given for the minimizing agents winning the games.
fA = min(Score(A1A2) +W (A1A2)×B) (1)
fB = max(Score(H1H2H3) +W (H1H2H3)×B) (2)
f = fA + fB (3)
The best and worst solutions found at the end of the evolu-
tion become the game variants used in the user trials (Game
A and Game B, respectively). Users are therefore expected to
experience greater strategic diversity and be forced to make
more choices in Game A than Game B. The idea justifying
the cost function lies in the fact that the game parameters
are evolved so as to allow various advanced strategies to win,
rather than random or a point maximizer function.
E. Game tuning results
Figure 2 presents the results of the evolutionary process.
The maximum fitness achieved was 1949.8, while the lowest
was −1407.625 and the final best fitness 306.
Figure 2: Evolution results.
Idx Name Final best Alltime best Worst
1 Tank Speed 0.8 0 0.4
2 Score Pickaxe 5 0 15
3 Score Wall Kill 10 15 10
4 Pickaxe Value 1 1 3
5 Time Bonus False False True
6 Score Gold 15 15 15
7 Pickaxe Limit 3 2 2
8 Pickaxe Cooldown 10 25 10
Table II: Parameter values evolved.
Although the fitness evaluation is very noisy due to the
stochastic nature of the agents, as well as a small probabilistic
aspect of the game (pickaxes spawning with a probability
of 0.1), there is an upwards trend noticed in the average
fitness. The number of generations is fairly low (150), but it
is expected that, due to reevaluation of previous individuals in
the evolution, the latter fitness evaluations are more accurate.
Due to this aspect, the games put forward to the human player
trials are the final recommendations of the algorithm. Game
A is the individual with the final best fitness, while Game B
takes the parameter set of the individual with the final worst
fitness (see Table II for values).
The 3 final individuals were validated for more accurate
values, by running 20 evaluations of each parameter set. The
resulting fitness values (alltime best, final best and worst)
are as follows: 1185.1, 592.89, −768.575. This confirms that
although the absolute values are different to those estimated
during evolution, the relative ranking of the individuals re-
mains the same.
The points offered by the gold pick up appears to be
irrelevant, taking the same values in all 3 variations obtained.
This could be due to the fact that all heuristics give weight to
the game score, therefore they all attempt to maximize their
score, while diverging in the ways they achieve this goal.
Two conflicting parameters are the tank speed and the
pickaxe cooldown, taking on values at opposite ends of the
spectrum in the final best and alltime best variants. This aspect
is thought to be due to the tanks and pickaxes not actually
playing a big role in either of the games.
Three parameters appear to agree on similar values in
strategically diverse games versus their opposite: time bonus,
pickaxe value and the points offered by the pickax. The fact
that low or no score is offered in “good” games, while the
wall reward is kept fairly high, indicates that delayed rewards
are more inviting for different strategies. Similarly, the pickaxe
value takes the minimum in the “good” games, highlighting
the need for the player to make more actions to get rewards,
possibly exploring more of the level and interacting more with
the environment. The time bonus only being offered in the
“bad” game suggests that the pressure of making it to the exit
quickly narrows down the exploration of strategies.
V. USER TRIALS
A. Experimental setup
In the evolutionary tuning phase, two versions of the game
were evolved for high (version A) and low (version B) levels
of strategic diversity. In order to validate this measurement,
it was then necessary to investigate the connection between
this AI-based measure of strategic diversity and the actual
experience of human players. This connection was captured
in two hypotheses. The first hypothesis was that players in the
high-diversity condition would perceive more choices made
during the course of play. The second hypothesis was that
players would enjoy the game more in the high-diversity
condition, indicating that increased choice and hence strategic
diversity represents a useful metric when designing enjoyable
games.
The experiment used a 2x2 within-subjects setup; the de-
pendent variables were the game version perceived as having
the most choice and the game version that was most enjoyable.
In total, 25 players participated in the experiment, of which
10 were men, 7 were women and 8 were neither or preferred
not to answer.
Participants were asked to play both versions of the game.
In order to minimize practice and ordering effects, players
were initially presented with a simple ”training” level in order
to become used to the controls and understand the rules of
the game, and the order in which the two versions were
presented was counterbalanced. After playing both versions,
players were asked which they enjoyed more, which they felt
they made more choices in, and whether they had been paying
attention to the game score. Players then participated in a brief
questionnaire and debriefing interview.
B. User trials results
Despite having 25 participants, only 8 expressed noticing a
difference between the two game versions in terms of choiceA
one-sample t-test was carried out using only the data of those
participants who expressed a difference in the levels of choice
experienced in either game. The analysis indicated that while
more such participants felt that game A provided more choice
(6 choosing A and 2 choosing B), this difference was not
significant (p = .170). A one-sample t-test was carried out
on the participant preference for game version. The analysis
indicated that there was no significant difference in preference
between games (p = .667)
Figure 3: Game A configuration positional heatmap
Despite demonstrating the ability to use multiple MCTS
bots with biased heuristics to evolve and assess game pa-
rameters for strategic depth, we were not able to validate
this measure by connecting it to a difference in the actual
experience of human players. One potential problem is that the
AI used to evaluate levels did not necessarily correspond well
to the potential approaches actually observed and applied by
human players, leading to levels that AI was able to effectively
approach in multiple ways, but which in practice human
players did not. A more fundamental problem, however, was
the lack of engagement human players had to the manipulation.
The goal of the game was to maximize the score in each level,
and in both versions of the game, the potential paths to the
goal were constant, but the ways in which score could be
maximized were changed - in particular, with the presence
of absence of a time bonus that reward completion speed as
well as item collection. Despite a prominent score display and
instruction that the goal was to escape with as many points as
possible, the overwhelming majority (21 out of 25) reported
either paying no attention to the score while they were playing.
Thus, it appears that the majority of players’ strategies were
based on factors other than the maximization of score and as
such were not affected as intended by the manipulation.
We were also not able to find a difference in player
enjoyment between the two versions. This is again likely due
to the fact that participants were largely unaffected by the
difference in scoring rules between the two versions. In order
to properly test the effect of increased choice and strategic
depth upon player enjoyment, it will be necessary to ensure
that players are actually aware of the choices they must make.
C. Positional analysis
In addition to the data gathered from the player surveys, logs
with action and positional information were collected. The po-
sitions of every player were combined to produce the heatmaps
for each level version, which are presented in Figures 3 and 4.
Much like with the player level preference, the positional
information differences overall proved to be insignificant. The
players did appear to explore more of the level and leave more
of the coins untouched in the configuration A, which could
be attributed to this version having faster tanks, forcing the
players to be more cautious when entering their lanes.
Figure 4: Game B configuration positional heatmap
D. Interview analysis
The quantitative results were mirrored in interview re-
sponses: not but a small minority of participants noticed any
difference between the two versions of the game. When asked
about the score, only 2 of the respondents stated that they
were aware of it, with the majority of the participants not
paying attention to it. Some of the participants stated that it
felt good to collect coins, and that the sound was pleasant.
Nevertheless, other participants enjoyed the game aesthetics
and audio as well, but reported the controls were hard to
master and led them to concentrate on not colliding with
one of the tanks. However, some users reported the game
to be easy or lack challenge, wanting more hazards to take
into account. These responses indicate that the differences
between the games were hard to notice, as well as the score.
A better user interface design, with the score clearly stated
in the screen would allow participants to potentially notice
better the state of the score. Regarding controls, even thought
the improvements in the aesthetics seemed to have an impact
in the Game Feel, it was not good enough for certain players
that were complaining about controls, conceivably interfering
with the Player Experience and avoiding users to engage with
the game [11], [12], [13].
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the concept of strategic depth is introduced.
Strategic depth is the ability of a level to be played by multiple
AI agents biased towards different strategies, and for multiple
such agents to be equivalently effective. This technique can
be used both to assess a game’s strategic depth as well as to
evolve a design space to increase or decrease strategic depth.
To this extent, a simple Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) was
used to adjust the parameter values of a Zelda inspired puzzle
game. 3 different heuristics were applied to a Monte Carlo
Tree Search agent and their performance in the evolved games
maximized by the EA, while the performance of the default
heuristic and a very simple repetitive agent was minimized for
a successful evolutionary process.
However, it remains unclear how or if this affects the actual
experience of the game when played by humans. There are a
number of possible explanations for the strategies defined by
heuristic AI play not translating into real-world differences
in strategy, but the primary problem was the fact that the
majority of players were not motivated by score optimization
and so did not alter their strategies between the high- and
low-strategic depth versions of the game. In order to properly
validate this measurement as representation of a meaningful
dimension in the game design space when considering real-
world experience, it will be necessary to replicate the experi-
ment with a manipulation of the strategic depth of an objective
that more participants are fully conscious of. This may be
accomplished either through a different manipulation, such as
of survival or ability to complete the level, or by making score
a more prominent feature - for instance, through the use of a
participant leaderboard.
A second issue that was identified was the potential dif-
ference between human and AI strategies. If the approaches
taken by the AIs being used to evolve for or assess strategic
depth do not reasonably line up with the approaches a human
player would take, the strategic depth of a level as measured by
such a process will not correspond to the actual strategic depth
experienced by human players of the same level. In particular,
all of the AIs used in this investigated were MCTS bots with
simple heuristic biases and as such do not correspond well to
human strategies that are complex or goal- rather than reward
oriented. When expanding upon this work, therefore, it would
be helpful to consider other heuristics and AI approaches that
more closely portray human player strategies.
The EA used for game tuning could be improved as well,
looking not only at better mutation operators, but also increas-
ing the resampling rate for more accurate fitness evaluations in
the context of multiple stochastic agents, as well as running the
algorithm for more generations. A better analysis of the search
space prior to evolution in order to filter out the unnecessary
or unimportant parameters would further enhance results.
The interviews showed that Game Feel could have poten-
tially been an issue while experiencing the game. The feel of
the game could be improved by performing further extensions
to the GVGAI framework and modifying how input is handled,
softening the movement of the avatar and allowing the use of
a wider variety of input devices, such as joy-pads/game-pads.
Finally, because this study focused only on one game, in
order to avoid generalization issues it would be ideal for future
work to investigate the applicability of the strategic depth
measurement to other games, particularly games with different
control schemes for which the heuristic biases presented here
would not be directly applicable - for instance, non-avatar-
based puzzles.
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